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Poll: Almost Half of Americans Say Covid Shots Are Likely
Killing People
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While we were told the Covid-19 “vaccines”
were “safe and effective,” authorities long
ago confessed that the drugs’ effectiveness
was greatly overblown. But now a new
Rasmussen poll finds that almost half of
American adults aren’t so sure about the
safe part, either — and more than a quarter
believe they know someone whose death
may be linked to the shots.

As Rasmussen Reports informs, its latest

national telephone and online survey
finds that (49%) of American Adults
believe it is likely that side effects of
COVID-19 vaccines have caused a
significant number of unexplained
deaths, including 28% who think it’s
Very Likely. Thirty-seven percent
(37%) don’t say a significant number
of deaths have been caused by vaccine
side effects, including 17% who
believe it’s Not At All Likely. Another
14% are not sure.

…Twenty-eight percent (28%) of adults
say they personally know someone
whose death they think may have been
caused by side effects of COVID-19
vaccines, while 61% don’t and another
10% are not sure.

…Forty-eight percent (48%) of
Americans believe there are legitimate
reasons to be concerned about the
safety of COVID-19 vaccines, while
37% think people who worry about
vaccine safety are spreading
conspiracy theories. Another 15% are
not sure.

The survey of 1,000 American Adults
was conducted on December 28-30,
2022 by Rasmussen Reports.

https://www.rasmussenreports.com/public_content/politics/public_surveys/died_suddenly_more_than_1_in_4_think_someone_they_know_died_from_covid_19_vaccines
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I wasn’t surveyed, but I’m more or less among the 28 percent. In fact, I wrote in 2021 about
unprecedented experiences I had: Within a short space of time, I encountered three different men at the
same recreational facility who all volunteered to me that they’d had heart attacks.

All three had taken the gene-modification agents (GMAs, aka “vaccines”) prior to their coronaries.

I haven’t seen any of them since.

In addition, a friend of mine accepted a GMA and suffered heart inflammation, a common side-effect,
soon afterwards; and a female neighbor experienced a different side-effect post-shot.

They may have plenty of company, too. As Daily Caller writes, providing more Rasmussen data:

A solid majority of the population is vaccinated against COVID-19. According to the poll,
71% said they have received the vaccine, while 26% said they have not. The majority of
unvaccinated Americans, 77%, expressed concerns about vaccine safety, while 38% of those
who received the shot said unexplained vaccine deaths were somewhat likely.

Among adults under 40 years old, 35% believe they know someone who may have died from
vaccine side effects. Individuals making less than $30,000 a year are more concerned about
vaccine safety, while those making more than $200,000 per year are more likely to believe
that concerns about vaccine safety are rooted in conspiracy theories.

“Interestingly, 33 percent of Democrats suspect someone they know might have died from the shot,”
The Iowa Standard added, “whereas just 26 percent of Republicans and 26 percent of unaffiliated
voters say the same.”

This may seem counterintuitive, as conservatives are more skeptical of the GMAs and should be more
likely to attribute anomalous deaths to them. But it makes sense: Since far more Democrats than
Republicans have taken the shots, and since people are more likely to associate with co-ideologists than
those politically alien, it follows that Democrats would know more people who’ve suffered GMA side
effects.

As for my unusual experiences, I wrote about another one last November. I met a man in a supermarket
checkout aisle who was about to attend two funerals, he informed me. One was for his brother, who
died of a heart attack — at age 24. The other was for a friend’s son who’d mysteriously passed away in
his sleep.

The boy was in first grade.

Since the man was glassy-eyed and obviously grieving, I believed it inappropriate to inquire about the
departed’s GMA status and thus don’t know if they’d taken the shots. But my encountering so many
people who related odd health-oriented events is unprecedented and all too coincidental. Of course, my
experiences are anecdotal, but they also align with something that isn’t.

Scott Davison, CEO of insurance company OneAmerica, reported on December 30, 2021 of a spike in
mortality his industry was seeing — 40 percent above normal — that was worse than that associated
with a one-in-200-year catastrophe. Not only were these mostly non-Covid deaths, but this spike mainly
involved people 18 to 64 years old and began in 2021’s third quarter.

Note: That was precisely when the GMAs began being pushed on people under 65.

Then, there was this report just yesterday about how Germany’s AfD Party analyzed its nation’s

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/08/my_troubling_covid_vaccine_story_experiences.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/poll-almost-half-of-adults-believe-covid-19-vaccines-may-have-caused-unexplained-deaths/ar-AA15U54w
https://theiowastandard.com/more-than-1-in-4-americans-believe-they-know-someone-who-died-from-covid-shot/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/dec/17/counties-voted-trump-higher-covid-death-rate
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2022/11/covidshot_echoes_i_had_a_most_odd_experience_saturday.html
https://www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/indiana-life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths-are-up-40-among-people-ages-18-64/article_71473b12-6b1e-11ec-8641-5b2c06725e2c.html
https://rairfoundation.com/media-blackout-german-party-reveals-smoking-gun-vaccine-data-explosion-of-sudden-and-unexpected-deaths-videos/
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mortality data and “found a massive increase in sudden and unexpected deaths” for 2022’s first quarter,
as the RAIR Foundation puts it.

Also yesterday, Fox News commentator Tucker Carlson related an analysis of heart-attack data for
athletes in European sports leagues. It found that prior to the GMAs’ introduction, “there were roughly
29 cardiac arrests in the European sports leagues per year,” Carlson stated. Since the GMA campaign
began, however, “there have been more than 1,500 cardiac arrests in those leagues — and two-thirds of
them were fatal.”

All coincidence?

Actually, it’s something else according to the World Health Organization. “Anti-vaccine activism” is in
reality “anti-science aggression,” the WHO related via a statement it endorsed (video below), and is a
greater threat than “gun violence, global terrorism, [or] nuclear proliferation.”

“Anti-vaccine activism, which I actually call anti-science aggression, has now become a
major killing force globally."
– @PeterHotez, Professor and Dean @BCM_TropMed, on the devastating impact of
#misinformation and disinformation. pic.twitter.com/ZluiMGJ2gX

— World Health Organization (WHO) (@WHO) December 14, 2022

This “aggression” requires “political solutions,” too, the video presentation concludes. So perhaps
people complaining about the GMAs need to be arrested — that is, if cardiac arrest doesn’t get them
first.

https://www.foxnews.com/video/6318163853112
https://twitter.com/PeterHotez?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/BCM_TropMed?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/misinformation?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/ZluiMGJ2gX
https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1602991915808456705?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://jbs.org/covid19/
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